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From Gratnells, of course.

 Our system, your solution. 

For a  full range of tray colours and other Gratnells storage solutions visit 

www.gratnells.com



Model rail way storage
Gratnells offer a customisable and robust storage 
solution for the model railway enthusiast. Using 
our award winning trays, many items of varying 
shapes can be easily transported or stored 
minimising thechance of damage.

Cushioned customisable tray inserts.
Our partially cut gridded foam allows a multitude of shapes to be stored, 
cushioning the items safely into place.

Construct your own storage cabinet or trolley, or both.
GratStack® is our modular, strong storage 
solution. It clicks together in moments and units 
can be reconfigured at a later date if needed.

Add rubber feet 
to create unit.

Both trays and 
GratStack® have 
multiple colour 
options to allow 
collectors to 
colour co-ordinate.

 Our system, your solution. 

Storage box

Lid
Foam

Build up and build across. 
Multiple units can be linked 
together.

Shallow tray
Hight: 75mm
Code: F1

Extra deep tray
Hight: 225mm
Code: F25

Deep tray
Hight: 150mm
Code: F2

Jumbo tray
Hight: 225mm
Code: F3

Additional options.

1.  Begin with partially  
 cut foam.

2. Gently pull out squares,
  using fingers.

3. Size area to piece required. 4. The hole should be a snug fit.

5. Foam layout. 6. Foam insert sits at bottom 
 of any size tray.

7.  Daughter trays fit the top of   
 trays and allows another layer  
 at the top of larger trays.

8. Clip-on transparent lid 
 protects and illustrates 
 contents.

Add wheels to create 
trolley for easy moving.

Vaccum formed 
plastic inserts also 
available

Click-together 
stackers and layers.


